Screening reveals foreign body (FB) – Need Documentation/Info

Documentation of FB NOT available.

Subject is excluded

Documentation confirms implant non-metallic FB or implant

7T MR Session may proceed

Documentation allows for verification of Manufacturer information or MRI Safety listing

Verified 3T SAFE

Verified Conditional with respect to only Field Strength

Verified Conditional with respect to Field Strength and/or SAR Limits

7T MR Session may proceed

Implant NOT IN RF Field

Implant IN RF Field

Verified Conditional with respect to Field Strength and/or SAR Limits

Implant NOT IN RF Field

Implant IN RF Field

Subject is excluded until further evaluation made

Implant NOT listed as safe by CAMRIS

Subject is excluded

Implant is NOT listed as safe by CAMRIS

Implant is listed as safe by CAMRIS Committee

7T MR Session may proceed